
a shelter made of canvas that can be folded and carried 帳篷
a device used to fix something to a place 樁釘
not likely to break down 牢固的
firmly or closely 緊緊地
to rise quickly 向上騰⾶
an area where people on holiday can set up their tents 營地
a bed that is made of a long piece of cloth or a net and is tied
between two trees or poles 吊床
nervously or impatiently 焦急地
to move quickly and lightly over the surface of something 掠過
a mechanism at the back of a boat to control the direction 舵
the shore of a sea or ocean 海岸
a type of ship that can travel underwater 潛艇
a strong metal alloy of iron with small amounts of carbon 鋼鐵
a long tube with a set of mirrors that helps you see around
obstacles 潛望鏡
a disorderly or difficult situation 困境
hard and not moving 堅固的
the harbour area 港⼝
a series of rings fitted into one another 鏈⼦
a heavy metal object that is dropped into the water to prevent a
ship from moving 錨
a flat open area on a ship 甲板
having lost hope 絕望的
to cry loudly and sadly 號啕⼤哭
feeling as if everything is turning around and that you are going to
fall 頭暈眼花的
a tower with a powerful light to warn ships of rocks and other
dangers in the dark 燈塔
a loud warning signal 警報聲

tent (n)
peg (n)
secure (adj)
tight (adv)
soar (v)
campsite (n)
hammock (n) 

anxiously (adv) 
skim over (phr v)
rudder (n)
coast (n) 
submarine (n) 
steel (n)
periscope (n)

mess (n) 
solid (adj) 
port (n)
chain (n) 
anchor (n) 

deck (n) 
desperate (adj)
wail (v) 
dizzy (adj)

lighthouse (n)
 
siren (n)
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to feel annoyed with something and have had enough of it 
感到厭煩；受夠了

a small creature with a soft body ⿐涕蟲
a clear liquid produced in the mouth ⼝⽔
a small amount of something ⼀撮
the part of a plant that absorbs water 根
to add flavour to 調味
able to wait calmly for a long time 有耐性的
something that is part of a compound or mixture 材料
smelling or tasting of cheese 有芝⼠味的
a bottle 瓶⼦
a phrase used when you are free of an unwanted person or thing
可喜的擺脫

to avoid being hit by moving quickly to one side 閃避
a small planet ⼩⾏星
something bad that happens by chance 意外
to break or hurt 損害

able to feel or detect tiny changes 靈敏的
a wire or rod used to receive signals 天線
a strong feeling 情緒
to cut something to the right length 修剪

to force liquid out of a small hole in a fast stream 使液體噴出
to produce young 繁殖
to come out of an egg 孵出
able to take care of oneself and not taking help from others 獨⽴的

be fed up (phr)

slug (n)
spit (n) 
pinch (n)
root (n)
season (v) 
patient (adj)
ingredient (n) 
cheesy (adj) 
flask (n)
good riddance 
(phr)
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dodge (v) 
asteroid (n) 
accident (n) 
damage (v) 

36
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sensitive (adj) 
antenna (n) 
emotion (n) 
trim (v) 
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squirt (v)
reproduce (v) 
hatch (v)
independent 
(adj) 
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a device you use to protect your eyes when you swim 游泳鏡goggles (n) 45
 


